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metals occurs almost wholly in one climatic zone^for it i£]^^^j^A";
in^akj^sia^and Bolivia. Mosr^FlKrunThowever, is now mineoTby
European or American companies, and practically all of the product is
shipped to cyclonic regions. With most of the other metals, as well as
with non-metallic mineral products such as stone, salt, and brickclay,
similar conditions prevail. If the distribution of the ores is limited, as
is that of gold, silver, and mercury, the mines in_otheFreg[6ns are usually
run by people from the cyclonic areas. If the minerals are widely dis-
tributed in all zones, as are salt, aluminum ores, pottery clays, and road-
building stones, they are exploited preeminently in the cyclonic areas.
Because of their greater energy and more advanced stage of culture the
people of cyclonic regions not only have developed their own mineral
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J^sources with almost reckless rapidity, but in addition have reached out
ured, for their own use~feTpest of what occurs elsewhere.
_
Where the Vegetable and Animal Raw Materials Are Produced and
Used. The six most useful non-mineral raw materials, as we have seen,
are cotton, wood, hides, wool, rubber, and silk. Unlike the metals, these
cannot be produced in many parts of the world. Cotton is a product of
monsoon and subtropical climates, or else of regions like our southern
states, which combine cyclonic and monsoon conditions. Good wood is
common in four of the world's main regions, namely, die equatoriaT
rainforest, the tropical jungle, the deciduous forest, and the coniferous
forest. A scattered supply is~found in tropical scrub, savannas, subtropi-
cal dry forests, and the irrigated parts of deserts. Nevertheless, by far
the best kinds of wood -for ordinary use are the larger conifers, especially
the jaincs, whose wood is both easily worked and durable, These grow

